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| Abstract |

1)

vastus lateralis before and after intervention in the Graston
group (p<.05), while no significant difference was observed

PURPOSE: This study was conducted to compare the

in the rectus femoris and vastus medialis (p>.05). There were

effects of the Graston-based massage method and

also no significant differences in the microcurrent group or the

microcurrent application on muscle fatigue after causing

control group.

muscle fatigue of the quadriceps femoris by applying high-

CONCLUSION: Both the microcurrent group and

intensity exercise.

Graston group showed a tendency for increasing median

METHODS: Study subjects (56 healthy subjects in their

frequency values compared to the control group, but there was

20s) were randomized into a microcurrent group (MG),

no significant difference except in the vastus lateralis treated

Graston group (GG), and control group (CG). To induce

with the Graston technique. Although there was no significant

fatigue of the quadriceps femoris, the subjects performed

difference, the Graston technique could be utilized to reduce

squats 100 times without a break within about 5 minutes.

the occurrence of DOMS by preventing muscle fatigue in

Muscle fatigue was measured immediately after performing

clinical practice or sports medicine.

squats and 15 minutes after intervention. To measure muscle
fatigue, surface electromyogram (EMG) was used to obtain

Key Words: Graston massage, Microcurrent, Muscle fatigue

and compare the median frequency. Microcurrent or Graston

Ⅰ. Introduction

massage was applied to their quadriceps muscles 15 minutes
after performing the squats.
RESULTS: Muscle fatigue increased significantly in the

With the recent increased interest in health, various
exercises have been proposed to improve physical strength.
To maintain health, modern people are performing
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high-intensity exercises, such as climbing, marathons, and
squats to maximize the effects of exercise in the short term.
Exercising at appropriate intensity can slow down aging
and induce immunosuppression, resulting in reduced risk
of infectious diseases (Nieman et al., 1994; Gomes et al.,
2018). However, high-intensity exercise or intense physical
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activities can induce oxidative stress via the accumulation

flexibility of the quadriceps femoris and reduce back pain

of fatigue from increased lactic acid and increased active

(Kim et al., 2014; Moon et al., 2017) or applying it to

oxygen (Joo, 2008; Senturk et al., 2005). Thus, various

subacute lumbar compartment syndrome patients for

methods, such as cooling down or stretching after exercising

muscle relaxation (Hammer and Pfefer, 2005), have been

(Yokoe and Ohira, 2017), cold therapy (Eguchi et al., 2014;

conducted. However, studies of the effects of Graston-based

Kang et al., 2018), electrotherapy (Lou et al., 2017), and

massage on muscle fatigue have been rare.

massage (Mori et al., 2004) are suggested to relieve muscle

As mentioned previously, microcurrent or massage are

fatigue after high-intensity exercise. Among them,

commonly used to relieve muscle fatigue after exercise.

electrotherapy for reducing muscle fatigue to treat delayed

However, no studies have directly compared the immediate

onset muscle soreness (DOMS) includes electric stimulation

effect of Graston-based massage and microcurrent on

therapy, transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, and

muscle fatigue after high-intensity exercise.

microcurrent therapy. Unlike low-frequency therapy and

Therefore, this study was conducted to compare the

transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, which stimulate

effects of the Graston-based massage method and

at the µA level, microcurrent increases the voltage to reduce

microcurrent application on muscle fatigue after causing

the current, as occurs during infection and tissue renewal

muscle fatigue in the quadriceps femoris by applying

(Todd et al., 2001). Various studies have shown that

high-intensity exercise.

microcurrent treatment is effective at improving muscle
Ⅱ. Methods

function, soft tissue healing, fracture healing, and
angiogenesis (Kwon et al., 2017; Fujiya et al., 2015;
Whitcomb et al., 2012).

1. Subject

Massage, which is also used to relieve muscle fatigue,

This study investigated 60 healthy subjects in their 20s.

has been reported to be effective in fatigue recovery by

After four dropouts, a total of 56 adults were included

promoting circulation of the capillary vessels and relaxing

in the analysis. The inclusion criteria were 1) physically

muscle tension (Hemmings et al., 2000; Moraska, 2007).

healthy adults in their 20s, 2) individuals without a medical

Recovery of muscle fatigue can be increased by combining

history of musculoskeletal disease in the past 2 years or

massage with rest after exercise (Mori et al., 2004). In

experience of pain, and 3) individuals who were able to

clinical settings, tools such as the Graston technique are

perform squats. Exclusion criteria included 1) a BMI of

used to make massage easier than using hands alone.

more than 23 and 2) individuals who regularly performed

Myofascial release using the Graston technique is known

high-intensity exercise more than 2 times a week.

to reduce pain, reorganize tissues, and ultimately promote

Study subjects were randomized into the microcurrent

functional movement, and is commonly used in clinical

group (MG), Graston group (GG), and control group (CG).

practice as a method of instrument assisted soft tissue

In addition, the subjects were informed about the purpose,

mobilization (IASM) (Stanek et al., 2018). Gehlsen et al.

process, and significance of the study prior to beginning

(1999) reported that the controlled microtrauma induced

the study and voluntarily agreed to participate.

using the Graston technique increased fibroblasts
recruitment and activation in an animal model. Recently,

2. Measurement method and tool

various studies utilizing the Graston, such as applying it

To induce fatigue of the quadriceps femoris, squat

to increase range of motion (ROM) in order to increase

exercises were used. When performing squats, the subjects
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had their feet positioned at shoulder width with their arms

the vastus medialis. The frequency of the current was set

crossed in front of their chest while maintaining the trunk

at 30 pps with an intensity of 100 µA. Current was applied

straight. The subjects performed squats 100 times without

15 minutes after performing squats (Kim et al., 2009).

a break within about 5 minutes (Ahn et al., 2015). Four
subjects were excluded due to failure to perform the squat

2) Graston application

exercise. Measurement of muscle fatigue was conducted

For Graston-based massage, a GT-1 (FROG, Frogfitness,

immediately after performing squats and 15 minutes after

China) system was used. For the massage, the subject lied

intervention.

down and massage cream was applied to the quadriceps

To measure muscle fatigue, a surface electromyogram

femoris. The convex part of the Graston was then applied

(EMG) (WEMG8, Laxtha, Korea) was used to obtain and

to each muscle in the direction from cranial to caudal for

compare the median frequency (Hong et al., 2003). In

2 minutes following the order of vastus lateralis, rectus

addition, the telescan program was used to analyze the

femoris and vastus medialis.

raw data. The sampling frequency was set to 1024 Hz,
which was calculated based on the square root of the RMS

3) Control group

value after squaring and integration. To remove the noise

For the control group, subjects rested in a sitting position

associated with the electronic equipment, band-pass

for 15 minutes in the same space immediately after

filtering was performed at 10–500 Hz. For the EMG signal,

performing the squats.

20 seconds of data obtained by excluding the first and
last 5 seconds of a 30 second signal recorded before and

4. Statistical analysis

after the intervention were processed with FFT.

For data analysis, IBM SPSS ver 24.0 for windows was

The distance between the centers of the electrodes was

used. After confirming the normality of the general

2 cm. To prevent measurement errors, the electrodes were

characteristics of the microcurrent group, Graston group and

cleaned with medical alcohol after shaving, then attached

control group, as well as the muscle fatigue test before

to the vastus lateralis, rectus femoris and vastus medialis.

intervention, one-way ANOVA was conducted. In addition,

For the vastus lateralis, the electrodes were attached to

paired t-tests were performed to identify significant differences

the lateral side of the femur at 3–5 cm from the midline,

in muscle fatigue before and after intervention in each group.

and the electrodes for the rectus femoris were attached

A p<.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance.

halfway between the knee and iliac spine. The electrodes
Ⅲ. Results

for the vastus medialis were attached to the point two-thirds
from the knee to the iliac spine (Cram et al., 1990).

1. General characteristics of subjects
3. Intervention method

The demographic characteristics of the 56 participants
are shown in Table 1. There were no significant differences

1) Microcurrent application
An EMDOMED682 (Enraf-Nonius,

in variables.
Netherlands)

microcurrent device was used with two electrodes. One
electrode was attached to the distal part of the vastus
lateralis and the other was attached to the distal part of

2. Median frequency of each muscle in three
groups before intervention
Immediately after high-intensity exercise, the median
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Table 1. General Characteristics of Subjects
Variables

MG (n=18)

GG (n=20)

CG (n=18)

Sex (male/female)

10 / 8

10 / 10

10 / 8

22.61±.92

22.15±1.31

21.45±1.68

163.57±9.91

165.53±7.92

164.94±7.50

Age (yrs)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)

57.37±12.32

61.32±11.04

59.57±6.55

MG ; microcurrent group, GG ; Graston massage group, CG ; control group
Table 2. Median Frequency of Each Muscle before Intervention
Variables (Hz)

MG (n=18)

GG (n=20)

CG (n=18)

F

p

Vastus Lateralis

48.41±6.11

54.88±12.36

53.67±9.75

2.21

.12

Rectus Femoris

70.38±16.83

82.31±19.84

85.85±15.55

1.92

.11

Vastus Medialis

46.40±4.57

50.37±4.04

56.08±15.67

3.07

.06

MG ; microcurrent group, GG ; Graston massage group, CG ; control group
Table 3. Median Frequency of Microurrent Group before and after Intervention (n=18)
MG (Hz)

pre

post

t

p

Vastus Lateralis

48.41±6.11

48.43±7.13

-.12

.99

Rectus Femoris

70.38±16.83

77.54±23.53

-1.89

.08

Vastus Medialis

46.40±4.57

46.36±4.51

-.43

.97

MG ; microcurrent group

frequencies of the vastus lateralis, rectus femoris and vastus
medialis were measured. No significant differences were
observed among groups (Table 2).

5. Median frequency of control group before and
after intervention
No significant differences were observed in any of the
muscles in the control group (Table 5).

3. Median frequency of microcurrent group
Ⅳ. Discussion

before and after intervention
There were no significant differences in any muscles
in the microcurrent group (Table 3).

This study was conducted to identify the effects of
microcurrent and Graston-based massage on muscle fatigue

4. Median frequency of Graston group before
and after intervention

caused by high-intensity exercise. To cause muscle fatigue,
high-intensity squat exercise was performed. The results

The muscle fatigue in the Graston group increased

showed that muscle fatigue of the vastus lateralis after squat

significantly in the vastus lateralis (p<.05), while no

exercise was significantly reduced in the Graston group,

significant difference was observed in the rectus femoris

while there was no significant difference in any muscles

or vastus medialis (p>.05) (Table 4).

before and after exercise in the microcurrent and Control
groups.
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Table 4. Median Frequency of Graston Massage Group before and after Intervention (n=20)
GG (Hz)

pre

post

t

p

Vastus Lateralis

54.88±12.36

60.36±14.72

-2.56

.02

Rectus Femoris

82.31±19.84

82.84±17.59

-.21

.83

Vastus Medialis

50.37±4.04

54.51±11.16

-1.59

.13

t

p

GG ; Graston massage group
Table 5. Median Frequency of Control Group before and after Intervention (n=18)
CG (Hz)

Pre

post

Vastus Lateralis

53.67±9.75

54.01±10.03

-.27

.79

Rectus Femoris

85.85±15.55

82.49±15.29

1.06

.30

Vastus Medialis

56.08±15.67

56.97±17.33

-.23

.82

CG; control group

Muscle fatigue, which is defined as reduced maximum

inflammation (Craig et al., 1996). Curtis et al. (2010)

muscle strength that a muscle can exert, can develop

investigated the effects of microcurrent on DOMS by

because of repeated activity of the muscle and leads to

conducting high-intensity eccentric exercise in subjects and

reduced ability to produce strength (Millet and Lepers,

applied microcurrent for 20 minutes immediately after

2004). The incidence of muscle fatigue varies depending

exercise. They found that pain intensity was significantly

on the duration and intensity of exercise, but it can be

decreased compared to the control group, even after 72 hours.

a risk factor that causes pain or musculoskeletal disorders.

Lambert et al. (2002) reported that microcurrent

Surface EMG, which is a non-invasive method, can be

treatment reduced the signs and symptoms of muscle

used to objectively measure fatigue in muscles (Elfving

damage after an eccentric exercise protocol and that this

et al., 2002). The median frequency analyzed based on

was likely related to maintenance of intracellular Ca

the effective value amplitude, which reflects the amplitude

homeostasis after muscle damaging exercise. Lee et al.

of EMG frequency and the frequency spectrum, as well

(2013) also applied microcurrent for 4 days to treat DOMS

as the mean frequency, are considered reliable indices of

that developed after muscle fatigue. They found that the

fatigue indexes (Jurell, 1998; De Luca, 1984; Kienbacher

R reflex measured by EMG was significantly reduced as

et al., 2014). When muscle fatigue occurs, increases in

time passed. Because this study was conducted to identify

electric power at low frequency and decreases of electric

the immediate effects of microcurrent, changes according

power at high frequency or decreases of the low frequency

to time were not observed. Although not significant

to high frequency ratio (Badier et al., 1993) cause the median

immediately after applying microcurrent, the median

frequency of the muscle to shift to a lower frequency range

frequency of the rectus femoris in the control group

(Lyons et al., 1993; Stulen and De Luca, 1982).

decreased, while that in the microcurrent group increased,

In this study, there were no significant differences in

2+

showing a tendency for decrease in muscle fatigue.

muscle fatigue after microcurrent therapy. Microcurrent

Massage is widely used in sports medicine or clinical

therapy is a type of subsensory stimulation applied as an

practice as it is considered effective at the recovery of

intervention method mainly for pain, edema and

muscle fatigue (Hemmings et al., 2000). Tanaka et al.
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(2002) compared a control group and Graston group that

In this study, Graston-based massage and microcurrent

underwent 5 minutes of massage after inducing muscle

were applied after performing high-intensity exercise to

fatigue in the back region. Measurements of median

assess muscle fatigue through changes in median frequency

frequency using EMG showed a significant decrease in

using surface EMG. The purpose was to investigate the

VAS in the group that received massage, but there was

immediate effect after intervention. The two groups that

no significant difference in muscle fatigue.

received the Graston technique and microcurrent showed

Recently, tools have been used to conduct massages

a tendency for increasing median frequency values

or IASM in clinical practice, but there is not much evidence

compared to the control group, but there were no significant

of their effectiveness. Among many methods of massage,

differences except for in the vastus lateralis treated by the

the Graston technique is used to treat mechanical

Graston technique.

micro-traumatic damage by IASM, and it has been reported

It should be noted that this study is limited in that

to effectively promote adhesion of the treated tissues and

although microcurrent and the Graston technique were

collagen synthesis (Gehlsen et al., 1999). In an RCT study

applied after causing muscle fatigue to observe their

of manipulative therapy conducted by Crothers et al. (2016),

immediate effects, the effects on DOMS were not observed

application of the Graston technique to patients with pain

through follow up. In addition, because the analysis of

in thoracic vertebrae resulted in no significant effects, but

muscle fatigue was based only on the median frequency,

all subjects reported that all pain indexes decreased with

which is one of the EMG signals, the effects on pain were

time. Lee et al. (2016) also reported a significant increase

not observed. Therefore, further study is needed to

in pain and ROM after applying the Graston technique

investigate the effects of the Graston technique on muscle

to chronic backache patients. However, few studies have

fatigue based on time and various measurements.

investigated application of the Graston technique for
recovery of muscle fatigue, and no studies have investigated

Ⅴ. Conclusion

the immediate effects of this treatment using EMG signals.
Moon et al. (2017) reported an immediate effect of

This study investigated the immediate effects of applying

Graston-based massage on pain and hamstring extensibility.

Graston-based massage and microcurrent on muscle fatigue

However, Ce et al. (2013) found no change in the blood

after high-intensity exercise. Although there were no

acidic acid concentration when stretching and massages

significant differences observed, the results indicated that

were performed for 10 minutes after high-intensity exercise.

the method could be utilized to prevent muscle fatigue

Resnick (2016) also found no metabolic changes in cell

in clinical practice or sports medicine.

level when massage was performed for 30 minutes after
exercise, and there were no significant differences in EMG
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